Horn Placement Audition Fall 2022

Welcome Back! Another year of challenge and excitement awaits, yadda, yadda, yadda.....Please prepare the following excerpts for our ensemble placement auditions which will take place from 4-5:30 on Monday, August 29. Here’s the lineup:

Etude – from Anthony Plog’s Warm-up Exercises and Etudes
Mystery Passage
See what you can do with this melody from a famous soprano aria, which I'll leave to you to identify. Two hints: it's from the *bel canto* period, and it is not usually a horn solo. (Horn in F)

Mystery Opera Theater

Adagio
\[ \text{\small \( \downarrow \) =ca. 50} \]

\[ \text{Your Answer: } \]

\[ \text{\small } \]

* Suggested:

\[ \text{\small } \]

Band excerpts to follow.....note that the first is Horn in E-flat....
Grainger – Over the Hills and Far Away

Hindemith – Symphony in B-flat, 2nd mvt